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V
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
STANDARD
POTTING AND M_)LDING ELECTRICAL
CABLE ASSEMBLY" TERMINATIONS
I. PURPOS E
I.I The purpose of this standard is to establish a standard process for
potting and molding electrical cable assembly terminations using epoxy resin
potting compositions and elastomerlc dielectric compounds.
2. SCOPE
2.1 This standard describes the materials and methods to be used in
potting and molding electrical cable assembly terminations with epoxy resin
potting compositions and elastomeric dielectric compounds and the facilitles
and equipment required to perform the potting and molding processes. The
standard dimensional requirements for potting and moldlng specific types of
cable assemblies are specified in Appendix A.
3. REFERENCED DOCUMENTS
3.1 The followln8 documents form a part of thls standard to the extent
specified herein. Unless otherwise indicated, the issue in effect on the date
of invitation for bids or request for proposals shall apply.
SPECIFICATIONS
Federal
O-T-634 Trichloroethylene, Technical•
TT-E-529
TT-M-261
Enamel, Alkyd, Semi-Gloss.
Methyl-Ethyl-Ketone _for Use in Organic
Coatings).
J
REPRODUCED BY
NATIONAL TECHNICAL
INFOR/_TION SERVICE
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
SPRINGFIELD, VA. _161
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2
George C, Marshall Space Flight Center
HSFC-SPEC-202 Compound, Potting and Molding,
Elastomeric, Specification for.
MSFC-SPEC-222 Resin Compounds, Electrical and
Environmental Insulation, Epoxy.
STANDARDS
Military
HIL-STD- 171 Finish of Metal and Wood Surfaces.
(Copies of specifications, standards, drawings, and publications required by
contractors in connection with the application of this procedure should be
obtained from the procuring activity or as directed by the contracting officer.)
4. DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS
4.1 Definitions. - For the purpose of this standard, the following
definitions shall apply:
(a) Abrade. - To remove gloss or roughen surface using sandpaper.
(b) Adapter. - The metal potting or molding ring which is attached
to the rearof an electrical connector.
(c) Contamination. - The presence of impurities in compounds that are
used for molding and potting.
(d) Durometer. - An instrument for measuring the relative hardness of
a compound.
(e) Hot spots. - The concentration of heat in a small portion of a
given area.
(f) Hygrometer. - An instrument for measuring the relative moisture
(humidity) content of the air.
(g) Major cavity. - Consists of surface voids in excess of the "Minor
Cavity" definition and within the qualifications of a repairable
defect see 6.8.5.1.
(h) Minor cavity. - Consists of surface voids no greater than 1/8 inch
in diameter and occurlng no more than 5 per square inch.
(i) Molding. - Casting or injecting a liquid compound in, around, and
throughout a part in which all parts of the can or mold are
completely removed after the cure time.
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(j) Potting. - Casting or injecting a liquid compo_,nd in, around, and
thro,L_hout a part in which all p,-rts of th_ form or mold remain
with the finished part after cure,
(k) Sealant. - An elastomeric dieluctrLc m:Jturi:_[ ,escd to prevent
wicklng at the ends of the cable.
(I) Wicking. The absorption, by capil]nry action, of moisture or
liquid into fibrous material used within cables.
4.2 Abbreviation. - For the purpose of this standard, the following
abbreviations shall apply:
(a) American wire gage AWG
(b) Celsius degree °C
(c) Fahrenheit degree °F
(d) Kennedy Space Center KSC
(e) Marshall Space Flight Center MSFC
(f) Methyl-ethyl-ketone MEK
(g) Polyvinylchlorlde PVC
(h) Pounds per square inch gage psig
5. RESPONSIBILITIES
5.1 Design aGtivit Y. - Each design activity ef KSC shall be responsible for
implementing the provisions of this standard. This standard shall be applicable
to all phases of potting and molding electrical cable assembly terminations with
epoxy resin potting compositions and clastomeric ....npounds.
5.2 Quality Assuranqe Division. - The Quality Assurance Division of KSC
shall be responsible for assuring that the requirements of this standard are met.
6. PROCEDURES
6.1 Materials. - The following materials, substitutions, or deviations, as
approved by the cognizant design activity, shall be used:
NOTE
Procuring agencies may obtain qualified products
lists for Specifications MSFC-SPEC-202 and MSFC-
SPEC-222 from the George C. Marshall Space Flight
Center, National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Huntsville, Alabama 35812 Attn: MS-D.
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6.1.1 E_oxv.
(a) Mold release. - The following, or approved equal, mold release
6.1.2
(b)
(c)
(d)
compounds shall be used:
Materlal
225 Mold Release
5-122 Fluorocarbon
Vydax AR Telomer
Source
Ram Chemical Company
Miller Stephenson Chemical Company
E. I. DuPont DeNemours and Company
Potting materials. - Potting compounds shall conform to the
requirements of Speclficatlon MSFC-SPEC'222, Type II.
Primers. - Primers shall be of the type recommended by the
manufacturer of the material.
Solvent cleaners. - Solvents used for cleaning purposes shall
conform to the requirements of Specifications TT-M-261 and
0-T-634, as applicable.
(a) MEK - The MEK solvent cleaner shall conform to Specification
TT-M-261.
(b) Molding and potting compounds - Molding and potting compounds,
conforming to Specification F_FC-SPEC-202, Type III (supplied
as either two-part units or as a premixed, degassed compound
frozen in cartridges) shall be used.
(c) Mold release - The following, or approved equal, mold release
compounds shall be used:
Material Source
225 Mold Release Ram Chemical Company
(d) Primers - Primers, when required, shall be as specified in
SpeclficationMSFC-SPEC-202.
(e) Sealant - When required, the following repair and sealant
material, or an approved equivalent, shall be used:
Material Source
Pro-Seal 766 Coast Pro-Seal and Manufacturing
Company
3C'900A Qulck-Patch Churchill Chemical Company
4
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6.1.3 Storage IL,fc of materlals.
6.1.3.1 _ompounds and agtlvators. - Storage life o[ compounds in origin
unopened containers and frozen cartridges, when applicable, shall ronfnrm tn
Specification MSFC-SPEC-202 (elastomeric) or Specific'Itton _tSFC-SPI;C'222 (t,pn"
6.1.3.2 Primers. - _he storage lif# 02 primers may vary because of com-
position and shall be in accordance with the individual manofacturer's
recommendations.
6.1.3.3 _ontainers. - All containers shall be labeled as to contents,
before and after mixing, and shall show the pot llfe expiration date.
6.2 _onfigurations and dimensions. - Unless otherwise specified, con-
figurations and dimensions shall be in accordance with the illustrations of
Appendix A.
6.3 Equipment.
6.3.1 Vacuum chamber. - An evacuation system, consisting of a pump and a
vacuum chamber capable of producing a minimum differential pressure of at least
29.5 inches of mercury, shall be used to minimize entrapment of air in the
molding and potting materials.
NOTE
It is recommended that an integral mixer be used
with the vacuum chamber to accommodate materials
with a short pot life.
6.3.2 Mixing cgntainers. - Mixing containers shall be of a nonporous
material, such as metal, glass, or plastic.
6.3.3 Air pressurization equipment. - Air pressurization equipment shall
be capable of delivering filtered air, having a maximum relative humidity of 5
percent, at a minimum pressure of 5 pslg and a maximum pressure of 90 psig with
sufficient capacity and pressure control to permit operation anywhere within
this range.
6.3.4 _shes. - Brushes shall have nonmetallic bristles.
6.3.5 Weighing eouinment. - Weighing equipment shall include a gram
balance and a pound balance. The gram balance shall have a 250 gram weighing
capacity and shall be accurate to 1.0 gram. The pound balance shall have a
30 pound weighing capacity and shall be accurate to 0.I pound.
6.3.6 Holding rack. - A holding rack, having a laboratory-type "Flexa-
frame" or similar parts fitted with holding clamps, shall be constructed to
hold the cable components rigid and in proper alignment, i
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h.3./ I._iL._:t. ion )'till. A mamlal, semiautomatic or automaLic powered semco,
or al_prow.d L'(IL_.zl , cauJkin), gun shall be used for injecting the potting compound
[l_to LhL, conn_.ctors. When using potting compounds specified in this standard,
dLsposab[_ polylthylene nozzles, plungers, and liners are required for the
caulking gun. _le gun capacity and nozzle size shall depend on the quantity and
type of connectors being potted or molded. Kxl;ra _are shall be taken to provide
air gt,n with adLquate isolation between the pressurized air and compound to avoid
aeratio, of the mixture.
6.3.8 Cable molds. - Cable molds shall be easy to assemble, impervious to
temperature change, strong and solid in construction, and easy to remove after
the molding material has set.
6.3.9 _lherrqometer. - The thermometer shall be an immersion type, Fisher
Scienti[Lc Company catalog number 14-995, or an approved equal.
6.3.10 Abrasive paRe____r. The abrasive paper shall be Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Company's number 40 to 60 grit, or an approved equal.
6.3.11 Metal spatula. - The spatula shall be E. H. Sargent Company's Model
S-75245, or an approved equal.
6.3.12 Hot plate. - The hot plate shall be E. H. Sargent Company's Model
S-41075, or an approved equal.
6.3.13 Curing apparatus. The molding and potting facility shall be
equipped with approved curing apparatus. The curing apparatus may be an air-
circulating oven, infrared equipment, heater strips, or rods. The curing
apparatus shall be capable of maintaining a curing temperature within ±i0 °C
(±18 °F) and shall provide a means for preventing hot spots during the curing
process.
6.4 Facilities.
6.4.1 Moldin}_ and potting area. - _e dimensions of an acceptable molding
and potting arcs shall be governed by the volume of work load. The area shall
be of sufficient size to permit proper processing of cables. The area shall
contain sufficient equipment and supplies to prevent the need for an overlap of
operations. Fire wall and ceiling ratings shall not be less than 3 hours, and
any paint application should be of the fire-resistant type. The hazardous
atmospheric characteristics warrant group D equipment and fixtures.
6.4.2 Ventilation. The molding and potting facility shall be provided
with adequate ventilation equipment to exhaust inside air to the outside and
introduce sufficient fresh air into the air-condltionlng system (see 6.4.3)to
accommodate the volume of compounds, solvents, and primers being used per hour.
Forced-fed, positive-pressure ventilation is necessary, where vapors are
generated. Pressure inside the potting and molding facility shall be maintained
at I to 2 inches of water. Vapors and foreign matter shall be exhausted away
from, down, and to the outside to avoid inhalation by the operator. The
responsible safety agency shall be consulted to determine proper ventilation in
ratio to the quantity of material being used.
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6.4.3 Envirotmaental conditions - The temperature of the molding and pott_nl,
facility shall be maintained at 24 '3 *C (75 '5 *F), and a relative }mmidit:y shall
be maintained at 50 45 percent. Automatic equipment shall be installed to main-
tain these conditions. These conditions shall he maintained throughout all areas
where mixing or other handling of potting or molding materials arc.. used, or where
these materials pass after being opened or relieved of their protective packaging.
Workroom lighting should provide I00 foot-candies normal, 75 foot-caud]cs minimum
at 30 inches above the floor.
6.4.4 Qleanliness. - The potting and molding facility shall be isolated
from such contaminants as dust, metallic particles, water, oil, and grease.
Bench tops shall be protected from spillage by disposable coverings, and floors
shall be cleaned frequently. Cleaning agents, used within the facility, shall be
as specified in 6.1.1 and the cleaning process shall be as specified in 6.5.1.1.2.
6.4.5 _ealth and safety precautions. - When carelessly handled, the chemicals,
utilized for molding and potting, may cause severe physiological reactions. The
chemicals involved are safe when properly handled by trained personnel and when
the following precautions are carefully observed.
(a) Avoid ingestion and inhalation of vapors.
(b) Avoid contact of solvents, primers, and compounds with the skin.
Special care shall be taken to prevent contact with open breaks
on the skin. Skin areas which do become exposed shall be
cleaned with an approved cleaner and then with a nonabrasive
soap and clean water. Cleanser jars, bottles, tools, or
containers shall be individually used by personnel.
(c) Eyes or mucous membrane accidentally contaminated shall be flushed
with water and receive medical attention immediately.
(d) Water deluge or flushing sink and eye wash fountain shall b_
provided in juxtaposition to operations invo]ving toxic and
skin contaminate and inhalant materials.
(e) Protective clothing shall be changed regularly and, when soiled by
potting and molding materials, shall be laundered prior to reuse.
<f) No smoking or flames shall be allowed within a room where compounds,
primers, and solvents are being used. "NO SFK)KING" and "NO FOOD,
BEVERAGES, OR TOBACCO ALLOWED IN THIS AREA" signs shall be
displayed in conspicuous places. Before smoking or eating out-
side facility, personnel shall thoroughly clean exposed skin
areas.
(g) An emergency shower or eye wash fountain combination shall be
provided immediately outside the facility room.
(h) Exits should be unobstructed from any point or area. Panic hard-
ware shall be provided inside of exit doors.
_h
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(i) Solw,nts, potting and molding compounds, and other flammables
shall bt, stored only in ventilated metal cabinets or con-
tainers. Appropriate fire extinguishers shall be provided
at 30-foot intervals throughout the facility.
NO TE
Supervisors shall conduct periodic inspections of the
operator personnel for physiological reactions, such
as itching rashes, blisters, cracks, derailed areas,
and any dermatitis symptoms. Personnel exhibiting
any physiological reaction shall be removed from contact
with plastic and rubber chemicals until they are approved
for continuance by the applicable medical office.
6.4.6 Inspection. - Facilities will be subjected to inspection for
compliance with the requirements of this procedure by an authorized procuring
agency representative.
6.4.7 Personnel. - Training, schooling, and certification of supervisory
inspection, production, and repair personnel engaged in potting, molding, and
mold making shall be consistent with the requirements of the KSC Quality
Assurance Division.
6.5 Prepar;_tion of cable assemblies. - Prior to potting or molding, the
c_blt' assemblJrs sbnJl pass an inspection for matt, flails, workmanship, electrical
continuity, short circuits, and isolation as specified by design documents. In
all cases of shielding, bonding, and grounding, the applicable specification
and design requirements for electrical configuration shall govern. All potting
applications shall be coordinated with, and shall conform to, the basic electrical
requirements for both shielded and unshielded cables.
6.5.1 G_'neral. - In preparation of cable assemblies, the' following items
shall apply, as applicable.
6.5 .I .i Adhesion.
6.5.1.1.1 Pretest. Pretest (see 6.5.3 and 6.5.3.1) all conductor jacket
and sheath material to assure that proper adherence with polyurethane can be
achieved. When any of the insulation, .jacket, or sheath material will not adhere
properly, neoprene heat-shrinkable tubing may be used, upon approval of design
activity, where this material would be in contact with the polyurethane.
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_.',.I.I.? C!,,_.lill}'_. To ,,nsure pr_q),,r _dlmL";i,)n q)l Lht. l)4)tl i,i_', c,)mp*.Jnrl l,J
,ILl _'Oml_OilL'nt.'; of lht' connuctor, the Lnner ht_dy el tht' connector, wirq,s, bool_,
and .ill ,_ther re.lit,rials that will contact the compound must bt. cL_..Jn and fr(._' ,_1
:1113' tract' or b;reitsc, oil, wax, ol" other contaminants. Any contaminated surface
shall be cleaned by using a small, stiff-bristled brush and MEK, trichloroethy-
lent,, or other _,pproved solvent.
CAUTION
Do not expose wire insulation to the cleaning
solvent beyond the time required for adequate
cleaning.
CAUTION
MEK shall not be stored in or used from an
open container. Only containers approved by
the responsible safety agency shall be used.
6.5.1.2 Pottin_ or moldin_ over epoxY. - When potting or molding over
epoxy, abrade, break sharp edges, clean, and prime epoxy surface outside of
conductor bundle (see 6.5.2.3 and 6.5.2.4_
6.5.2 _repaTatign o_ Gonneetors.
6.5.2.1 Protection caps. - Protection caps shall be used at all times,
including shipment, except during processes requiring mating connectors.
6.5.2.2 Matinl; connectors. - Mating connectors shall be used prior to
pouring and until potting cures to prevent misalignment or creepage. Mating
connectors are used for jigs and test purposes and are not part of cable
assemblies. After mating connectors, back off coupling nut sufficiently to
decompress insert materials. Salvaged connectors may be used for mating if
pins, sockets, or other mating parts are not damaged.
6.5.2.3 Abrade. - Mask or otherwise protect conductors and finish of
connectors and adapters in areas not specified to be abraded during the abrasion
operation. Roughen (abrade) surfaces of rear of connectors that will contact
potting or molding materials with sandpaper or other approved materials to
remove slick surfaces. Carefully remove all grit from assembly. Clean, with
approved solvent, all connector threads and coupling nuts to remove all grease,
lubricants, and foreign matter. Abrade rear threads of connector and threads
of metal potting-molding adapter (where used) with sandpaper or other approved
material, so that the smooth surface is removed. Do not abrade connector-front
mating threads or mating threads of coupling nut or any surfaces that do not
contact potting or molding materials except connector adapter interfaces. Abrade,
prime flat butt surfaces of connectors, where applicable, to assure adhesion of
polyurethane. _is process is required for general purpose Miniature 07, BFR,
and Heavy Duty BFR type connectors and shall apply for similar type connectors.
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0.5.2.4 l'zhning. - On surfaces that will contact potting or molding com-
pound, chvck for ch.anlint_ss and prime with primer supplied by manufacturer of
compound to bL' u:;Ld and apply in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.
(iht'ck r_,ar tenn,,eLlen thrc'ads and mating thread areas of adapter for cleanliness;
priu,_, with l,oc-TiLe. Corporation's "Lee Quic Primer," or approved equal; coat with
thr_',_d :;vizv vompound l,oc-TitL' Corporation's "Retaining Compound," or equal.
0.5.2.5 A=;svmbly. - Pc.florin the following steps, as applicable:
NOTE
Molding adapter for heavy duty connectors shall
have eight holes approximately 45 degrees apart.
l[oles may vary in size depending on diameter of
the molding adapter. Use approximately I/8-inch
diameter holes for 40 shell size adapters.
Location of holes shall be as indicated on
figure i. If eight holes exist in molding adapter,
this note may be disregarded.
(a) Who, re adapters or plug hulls are used, assemble adapter to
connector and tighten. Adapters that have no stops shall be
tightened until stopped by end of threads or by binding
against flange or boss of connector. Adapters tightened
against coupling nuts shall be backed off until coupling nuts
are free. Adapters tightened against stops shall have torque
applied to the following wllves. (Take care that vise, table,
etc., are secure.)
Shell Size Foot Pounds
6 thru 14 15 to 25
16 thru 24 30 to 40
28 thru 40 [00 to 125
In any case wh¢,rL, binding of coupling nuts occurs, torque
requirements shall be ignored and adapters shall be backed
off until coupling nuts art, free. After tightening and apply-
ing torque, if _dapters have s¢,t scr_'ws, tighten into rear
threads of connectors. For number 40 shell size heavy duty
connectors, adapters shall have 3/16-inch holes drilled
through adapter and rear connector shell on opposite sides
approximately midway of thread interface. Take care that
drill is sleeved or otherwise prevented from reaching closer
than 3/32 inch to contacts. Similar metal high sheer press
fit pins shall be driven and peened so that pins protrude into
contact area approximately 3/32 inch but in no case closer
than 3/32 inch to a wire or contact. Driven surface of pins
shall be flush with adapter outer surfaces.
I0
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(b) Where coupling nuts obstruct set screw or lock pins, coupling nuts
shall haw, one 3/8-inch hole drilled through to allow access
to screws or pins.
(c) Break exposed sharp edges.
(d) Protect all bared surfaces (set screws, press fit pins, holes,
etc., that will be exposed after molding) in accordance witb
4.3, 5.13.4, and 7.3 of Standard MIL-STD-171. Paint one coat
of enamel in accordance with Specification TT-E-529. Color
shall be similar to connector.
6.5.3 Preparation of cable. - Proper preparation of cable assemblies
depends on the applicable molding or potting compound and primer for the she.lth
material to be used. To determine whether the sheath material is neoprene, PVC,
or polycthlene, touch a hot soldering iron to a scrap portion of the sheath
material. If the sheath is PVC, it will melt and string out. If it is neoprene,
the immediate area touched will crack and harden. If it is polyethylene, it will
molt but not string out.
6.5.3.1 Primer. - There are many types and formulations of neoprene, PVC,
and polyethylene. _e use of a primer may be necessary for some of these. To
determine if a primer is required, the "rubber test specimen" and the "vinyl
test specimen" test methods outlined in Specification MSFC-SPEC-202 shall be
made on specimens of the neoprene or PVC in question. For polyethylene test
production samples, see 6.5.3.5.
6.5.3.2 Wicking. - To prevent wicking from occurring during cable molding
or potting operations using elastomeric compound where cable jacket (sheath)
material is used, seal the cable jacket (sheath) terminations with an elasto-
merit dielectric sealant (see 6.1.2). The seal shall be made at the jacket
(sheath) termination and sealant flow shall be directed around and through all
conductors. _le sealant shall not exceed 1/4 inch above termination into the
jacket (sheath). _e diameter of the seal shall not exceed the cable diameter,
including the cable jacket (sheath), and the overall length shal! l,e 3/4 inch
maximum. _e sealant shall be processed in accordance with the manufacturer's
instructions.
6.5.3.3 Preparation of neoprene sheath. - Neoprene sheath cables shall bc
prepared as follows:
(a) Remove all grease, oil, wax, and other contaminants with MEK
from the area to be covered by the molding or potting compound.
(b) The sheath shall be abraded 1/8 tl/16 inch above the area to be
covered with the molding compound.
(c) Clean the abraded area with a nonmetallic bristled brush.
II
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(d) Wipe' [h_ abraded area with a clean cloth dampened with MEK,
changing the wiping area of the cloth as it becomes soiled.
Wipe the cable dry with a clean cloth or dry with a jet of
clean, dry air. A disposable wiper, such as Kinrwipes, type
900-L, manufactured by Kimberly-Clark Company, or an approved
equ,_[, may be used in lieu of the cloth.
If a primer is required, prime the abraded sheath area with the
correct primer for the approved compound. The primer shall be
applied 1/16 ii/32 inch above the area to be covered with the
molding or potting compound. Allow to dry as instructed by
thu manufacturer.
6.5.3,4" l'r_,paration P¥C sheath. - PVC sheath cables shall be prepared as
(a) Brush or wipe the sheath, 1/8 ±1/16 inch above the area to be
covered with the molding and potting compound, with uncon-
taminated MEK until the surface becomes tacky.
(b) If a primer is required, prime the tacky area with the correct
primer for the approved compound. The primer shall be applied
1/16 _i/32 inch above the prepared surface to be covered with
the molding and potting compound. Allow to dry as instructed
by the manufacturer.
NO TE
Do not abrade PVC.
6.5.3.5 P_-eparation of polyethyLen_ sheath. Before potting and molding of
reduction cables, sample cables shall be made and tested as follows:
(a) l'reparc, sample cable assembly.
([) Apply manufacturer's recommended primer according to manu-
facturer's instructions.
(2) Mold in accordance with this standard.
(3) After curing and cable assembly is a_ room temperature, the
cable shall be flexed and tested for adhesion of the
molding material to the cable sheath, in accordance with
this standard.
(b) If satisfactory adhesion is not obtained, prepare a second sample
cable assembly.
(i) Apply a length of neoprene or PVC shrink tubing over the end
of the conductor insulation and Cable sheath. Tubing
ii!_¸•L
. :;r ; :'i
/"
(c)
6.5.4
6.5.5
6.5.6
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1,
:diaL[ _,xtend along Lhc cabLu sheath approximntL'ly 1-_,
inchc:s above thu moldud portion.
(2) Molcl requirements shall be in accordance with this standard,
as applicable.
(3) After curing and cable assembly is at room temperature, the
¢dlbl_ _hall be £1ex=d and tested for adhesion, of the'
molding material to the cable sheath, in accordance with
this standard.
Production cables shall be made using the method providing the
proper adhesion.
Pottinl{ setup. - Potting setup shall be as follows:
(a)
(b)
Assemble the mating connector (see 6.5.2.2) to ensure proper
contact alignment during potting. The mating connector shall
remain in place until sufficient curing time has elapsed.
Clamp the connector in an upright, level, and secure position to
prevent any movement of the components. The wire or cable
shall be clamped in a vertical position to avoid any strain
on the terminal joints.
(c) The wire bundle shall be centered, with respect to the connector
and potting boot. Bundling shall not cause conductors to
impose lateral strain on terminals. Unless otherwise specified,
lateral clearance to surface of potting boot shall be i/[6 inch
minimum from all internal parts and end of sheath.
_old prepa;ation. Molds shall be prepared as follows:
(a) Examine and clean all surfaces and vent ports prior to each use.
(b) Using a brush, clean cloth, or aerosol spray, apply approv,'d moJd
release to all surfaces of the mold and dry in an oven at
65 L5 °C (149 '9 °F). Do not leave marks on the cavity
surfaces. Polish, as necessary, to obtain a blemish-free
surface.
NOTE
If a mold is being used for the first time, the above
step (b) mold release application and drying procedure
shall be performed twice.
_oldin_ setup. - The mold shall be assembled as follows:
NOTE
Prior to potting or assembling into a mold, electrical
connectors shall be inspected for coupling nut binding.
L3
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_le coupling nut must rotate freely, as required
for proper connector engagement.
(a) Examine the cable assembly and determine that preparation pro-
cedures for neoprene, PVC, or polyethylene, as applicable,
are complete as outlined in 6.5.3.
(b) Examine the assembly for freedom from contamination and foreign
particles.
(c) Unless otherwise specified, lateral clearance to surfaces of mold
shall be 1/16 inch minimum from all internal parts and end of
cable sheath.
(d) When inserting cable sheath into mold, the sheath should be
pressed as far as possible toward connector to afford slack
in conductors.
(e) Before assembly of mold halves, all requirements of configuration
and dimensions should be fully checked against Appendix A and
the design drawings as specified. Where configuration and
dimensional requirements are hampered, consult cognizant design
activity before molding.
(f) Assemble the two half sections of the mold around the cable
assembly.
(g) Before tightening the clamping screws, examine the assembly for
correct alignment and positioning of the cable and connector.
(h) Tighten the clamping screws by applying a maximum torque of 20-
inch pounds.
(i) Clamp the assembled mold and cable in a vertical_level and secure
position with the cable connector down. The cable shall be
vertically c_amped above the mold to maintain alignment.
(j) The mold shall be clamped to restrict movement while compound is
injected.
6.6 P_eparation of Gompounds.
6.6.1 Epoxy pottin_ compounds. - Determine that the two-part material,
resin and _ctivator, has been successfully acceptance tested as specified in
Specification MSFC-SPEC-222 and that the shelf life has not expired. Use the
following steps in preparing the compound for application:
(a) Examine the contents of both parts for solidification.
(b) If either of the parts have thickened, solidified, or crystalized,
heat the part to manufacturer's recommended temperature. When
14
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to as.';ure .n J fortuity and to h;_st(.n th(' melting prou.d, re.
Allow hoth paris to coo] in room ;Iml)ien[ ;11 21 to 24 _C
(70 t,) 75 °F) hefore mixing. I}o not artl_rically cool the
materi.a [.
(c) Place boll, parts (in the proper proportional ratios) in a clean,
dry, nonporous container having at lea._t four tirne_ the
capacity as the volume of the combined parts. Blend the parts
thoroughly by mechanical agitaLion or by stirring with a ( l_,an
metal spatula. Avoid fast stirring that may entrap e×cessive
air and reduce application life.
(d) Place the container in a vacuum chamber and apply a vacu,lm o[ at
least 29.5 inches of mercury. Maintain wtcuum unti] foaming
subsides, but not more than 20 minutes.
(e) Transfer the mixed compound from the mixinF container to the
injection gun cartridge by carefully and slowly pouring the,
compound down the inside of the cartridBe, using care not to
entrap air, until the desired level in cartridge is reached.
Put the plastic plunger in place and insert the cartridge into
the gun.
6.6.2 Preparation of elastomeric compounds.
6.6.2.1 _. - _le liquid compound Shall be two-part units, consisting
of base resin and activator, and shall be prepared as follows:
(a) Determine that the material has been successfully acceptance
tested as specified in Specification MSFC-SPEC-202 and th_,t
the shelf life has not expired.
CAUTION
Usc prcmcasured kits as supplied by the manufacturer.
Do not use broken or partially used kits.
(b) Examine the contents of the base resin and activator for
solidification.
(c) If either of the parts have thickened, solidified, or crystallized,
heat the part to manufacturer's recom_nended temperature. When
heating, a thermometer shall be used to determine cLe actual
material tempera=ure. Stirring is essential during heating to
assure uniformity and to hasten the melting procedure. Allow
both parts to cool in room ambient at 21 to 24 °C (70 to 75 °F)
before mixing. Do not artificially cool the material.
15
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(d) Place the base resin and activator in a clean, dry, nonporous
container having a leas= six times the volume of the combined
parts. BLend the parts thoroughly by mechanical agitation or
by stirring with a clean metal spatula. Avoid fast stirring
that may entrap excessive air and reduce application life.
(e) Place the container in a vacuum chamber and apply a vacuum of at
least 29.5 inchvs of m_,rcury. Maintain the pressure until
foamillg subsides, but no= more than 20 minute's.
NO_'_____;
Do not degas _he compound by use of a =entrifuge.
(f) Transfer the degass_d compound into the injection gun cartridge
by flowing the compound down the inside of the cartridge using
care not to entrap air.
(g) Place the plastic plunger in the cartridge next to the molding
and potting material. Exercise care not to entrap air while
inserting the plunger.
6.6.2.2 Thawing of premixed, frozen cartridges. - It is essential that the
thawing time and temperature of the frozen cartridges be closely controlled to
obtain sufficient application life. Ai_ increase in either thawing time or
temperature will reduce application lift, and a decrease in either thawing time
or temperature will result in an incomp[L'te thaw. The following steps shall be
followed for thawing premixcd, frozen cartridges:
(a) Remove the cartridge from storage and thaw for 30 minutes at
49 '5 °C (120 19 °F)
NOTE
A h_.ating block or controlled heat lamps may be used
for thawing frozen cartridges. Other thawl,;g methods
may be used, upon approval, by the procuring agency.
(b) During the thawing process, the cartridge shall be maintained in
an upright position, nozzle end down with cap plug in place,
to prevent air from entering and becoming trapped within the
compound.
(c) Completely thaw and check the plunger to make sure that no air
is entrapped.
(d) When once _hawed, premixed, frozen cartridges shall not be
refrozen. The cartridges shall not be used after application
life has expired.
16
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b.7 Pottinr instructions. - Epoxy or clastomeric compound shall be used
for potting as specified by the design activity. The following suggested potting
tcclmLques wlry from shop to shop because of equipment, facilities, or experience
of personnel.
b.7.l '_g_d2_. " Fxamine cable assembly and determln_, that preparation
procedures, as applicable, are complete and that assembly is free of contaminatlon
and [orcign particles.
6 °7.2 Iniection.
e
(a) The injection gun should have a cartridge of prepared compound
inserted ready for use.
(b) Attach the injection gun to the air supply (see 6.3.3 and 6.3.7)
using the appllcable hose connection. Attach the correct size
gun nozzle suitable for potting Job and _djust air pressure
for slow even flbw of compound (approximaceiy IO to 15 psig).
(c) Test the injection gun for free and even flow of compound from
nozzle.
(d) Prepare a hardness test smnple by using a small container to make
a "button" of the compound (approximately 1 inch in diameter
by 3/4 inch in thickness). Cure according to the same schedule
as the job from which it is taken.
(e) Carefully insert the nozzle tip near the bottom of the connector
for flow of compound around terminals (see alternate step (f)).
Set the compound flow evenly by keeping th_ _ozzle tip at the
swell level. Avoid air entrapment during ftow operation.
(f) When necessary, a I/4-1nch access hole may by drilled in boot
I/4 inch above back edge of connector and nozzle tip inserted
here. Tape hole when filling is complete.
(g) If the compound rises unevenly, reposition the nozzle to allow
level distribution. When reposltloning the nozzle, the flow
of compound should be stopped. Lifting the nozzle while com-
pound is flowing will cause folding and voids in the fill.
(h) Contlnue Injection of the compound until boot is full or a pre-
determined level is attained. Allow the compound to settle
for 5 minutes. This lets any entrapped air escape. When the
compound settles, replenish to the required convex level.
(i) Cover exposed connections with compound.
17
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(J) If no presstere injection gun is avaitabte, introduce the compound
into the prepared connector by carefully hand pouring the
compound down one side of the connector in such a manner as to
allow the compound to flow between the wires and contacts,
untrapptng a minimum amount of air. Fill the connector to the
predetermined level, allow to set for 5 minutes, then fill to
the required convex level.
b.7.3 _. - Curing schedules sh_ll be selected from those recommended
by thv manufacturer, with limitations as specified in the contract or purchase
order for the, compound. (Specification F_SFC-SPEC-222 for epoxy or Specification
I_BI:C-SPEC-202 for elastomeric compound.)
(>.7.4 Inspt c lion.
6.7.4.1 Connectors. - After curing, inspect pins for length and condition.
6.7.4.2 Potting. - The potted cable shall be inspected for hardness,
>;cncral appearance, and quality of workmanship. The surfaces of the potted area
shall bc free from voids, blisters, tackiness, soft spots, cracks, lumps, or
;any defect indicative of low quality or poor workmanship. The hardness shall be
determined by three readings of a Shore Durometer, or approved equivalent, using
"D!' scale for epoxy or "A" scale for elastomeric compound. The readings shall
be made on the sample prepared in accordance with instructions contained in
6.7.2 (d). The hardness of the cured material shall conform to the approved
products list hardness rating for each applicable listed product.
CAVTION
Inspection personnel shall use care in handling assemblies
potted with epoxy resins. The rigid, sharp cdges of the
cured resins in contact with the cable sheath may cut,
mar, or multilate the sheath material if the cable is
forcefully handled.
0.7.5 _. - Rework or repair of individual defects shall be at the
dLscrctiotl of the procuring agency. Repairable or reworknble defects shall be
limited to those capable of being repaired or reworked without affecting service-
ability or leavLng undesirable latent defects. After repair or rework, the
assembly shall be inspected to determine conformance to 6.7.4.
6.8 Moldin_ %nstru_tions. - The following suggested molding techniques may
vary from shop to shop because of equipment, facillties,or experience of
personnel.
6.8.1 Inspection. - Prior to molding, examine the setup and determine that
preparation,in accordance with 6.5.6,has been made and is in order.
18
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b.8.2 In iL'_tion.
(,i) The injection gun should have a cartridge of prepared compound
inserted and ready for use.
(b) Attach the injection gun to the air supply (see 6.3.7) using the
applicable hose connection. Attach the correct size gun
nozzle suitable for the molding job and adjust air pressure
for slow even flow of compound (approximately I0 to 15 psig) o
(c) Test the injection gun for free and even flow of compound from
nozzle,
(d) Prepare a hardness test sample by using a small container to make
a "button" of the compound (approximately 1 inch in diameter
by 3/4 inch in thickness). Cure according to the same schedule
as Job from which it is taken.
(_) Place the nozzle of the loaded cartridge into the injection port
or mold, maintaining the required pressure. Force the molding
compounds slowly into the mold until the compound emerges from
the vent holes.
(f) Slowly withdraw the gun nozzle from the injection port and main-
tain the required pressure on the gun to allow the injection
port to be filled with compound. Plug the injection port and
allow the compound to settle in the mold.
(g) Allow 15 to 20 minutes for settling, then inject additional com-
pound into the mold until the compound is flowing from the
vents. Slowly withdraw the gun nozzle from the injection port,
maintaining the required pressure on the gun to allow the
injection port to be filled with compound.
(h) Plug the injection port on the side of the mold.
6.8.3 Curing.
6.8.3.1 Curin_ schedule. - Curing schedules shall be selected as recommended
by the manufacturer, except the limitation as specified in Specification MSFC-
SPEC-202 shall govern maximum curing time.
6.8.3.2 Molded assembly. - The molded assembly shall be submitted for
inspection only after the assembly has been fully cured and cooled to room
temperature.
6.8.4 %nspection.
6.8.4.1 Inspection test. - The molded cable shall be inspected for hardness,
general appearance, and quality of workmanship. The hardness shall be determined
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hy thrt,, rt;ldil_;,_ on tht, sample prepared as specified in 6.8.2 (d) using a Shore
l|l:;Lt'_ln|t,tt[ Colllp;tny, 'lASt scale durometer, or an approved equal. The hardness of
Lh,, ctlr_,LI compoutld shall conform to the approved products list hardness rating
for _';tch applicable listed product. The molded or potted surfaces shall be free
of surface bubbles, blisters, tackiness, gas pockets, and other defects.
NOTE
game rejected amaemblies m_y be usod as coat fixtures,
emergency spares, or may otherwise be acceptable to the
U. S. Government. Other rejected assemblies may
possibly be reworked or used for mating purposes;
therefore, potted or molded assemblies that have been
disqualified or rejected shall not be destroyed until
the cognizant design activity has been notified and
discrepancies discussed with inspection representative.
6.8.6.2 Transparencz. - When drawings specify clear or transparent molding,
coloration or cloudiness is allowable. Degree of transparency shall be such that
after curing, shield rings, conductors, and oth_r internal details shall be
visible under ordinary light (approximately 40-foot candles) to the unaided eye.
Bubbles from trapped voids shall be permissible if not more than 1/8 inch in
diameter and not closer than 1/16 inch to conductor terminations or mold outer
surface. There shall be no more than five visible bubbles as described above,
per cubic inch, in any one mold.
6.8.4.3 Adhesion. - After full cure and after the assembly has cooled to
room t_mlperature, the cable shall be flexed at the tapered molded portion five
tLmes to determine whether the material is securely bonded to the cable. In no
Lnstance shall unduu force be applied in order to determine adhesion. A blunt
probL m;_de of wood or plastic shall be used to test the adhesion of the molding
or potting compound to the electrical connector. Care shall be taken to avoid
damage to the assembly during inspection. Separation of the material from the
cable or connector shall be cause for rejection.
6.8.4.4 Connectors. - After curing, inspect pins for length and condition.
6.8.5 _.
6.8.5.1 RL'pairable defects. - Repairable defects shall consist of those
defects capable of repair without affecting serviceability or without leaving
tmdestrabie latent effects as determined by the procuring agency. After repair,
the assL, mbly shall again be inspected to determine conformance to 6.8.4.1 and
6.8.4.4.
6.8.6 Rework procedure.
6.8.b.1 Minor cavity. - In situations where a minor cavity (see 4.1)
dL,fect is present on a molded surface, the following rework procedure is
p_,rmissib [e :
(a) Determine that the rework surface is clean.
(b) Contaminants may be removed by wiping with HEK.
20
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Prepare approved patch compound in accordance with the manu-
facturerts instructions and fill the cavity with mixed
compound.
(d)
(e)
(f)
Position a sheet of polyethylene film, or the proper mold, over
the filled cavity and tape securely in place, using heat-
resistant pressure-sensitlve tape or mold tightening screws.
Cure according to the manufacturerls instructions.
Remove tape and polyethylene film; or the mold.
6.8.6.2 Malor cay_t_es. - In situations where major cavity (see 4.1)
defects are present on the molded surface, the following rework procedure is
permissible.
NOTE
Where the cavity defects are present only in the
taper portion of mold, confine the rework pro-
cedure to this taper portion of the mold only.
(a)
(b)
Mask entire outside of the electrical connector with four or
more tape wraps. Mask cable sheath immediately adjacent to
the termination of the tapered portion of the cable molding
with four or more tape wraps.
Use a high speed electric tool, Dremel Moto Tool Model No. 2,
or approved equal, equipped with Dremel Cutter No. HS-415,
or approved equal, to remove a maximum of 0.I00 ±0.0025 inch
from the entire surface or taper only of the cable molding.
CAUTION
Extreme care must be exercised by the operator to
avoid nicking or in any manner touching the cutter
to the electrical connector or cable sheath.
(c) Clean the area to be repaired with a nonmetallic bristled brush
or apply a Jet of clean, dry air (90 psig maximum) to the
are a.
(d) Using an identical mold with which the original molding was
accomplished, remold in accordance with 6.8.2.
(e) Curing shall be completed in accordance with 6.8.3.
6.8.7 Inspection. - All rework shall be inspected as outlined in 6.8.4
through 6.8.4.4.
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7. REPORTS
7.1 Reports shall be as required by the procuring activity. Cable/
Connector, Inspection Check List Number KSC OT665 is available and recommended
for use as applicable.
8 . MODIFICATIONS
8.1 Any substitutions or deviations from this standard shall be made
only with tlle approval of cognizant design activity. Submit all recommendations
for document modification to John F. Kennedy Space Center; Launch Suppor_ Equip-
ment Engineering Division.
Notice. - When KSC drawings, specifications, or other data are used for any
purpose other than in connection with a definitely related KSC procurement
operaLion, the United States Government thereby incurs no responsibility nor
any obligation whatsoever; and the fact that KSC may have formulated, furnished,
or in any way supplied the said drawings, specifications, or other data is not
to be regarded by implication or otherwise as in any manner licensing the holder
or any other person or corporation, or conveying any rights or permission to
manufacture, use, or sell any patented invention that may in any way be related
thereto.
Custodian:
NASA - John F. Kennedy Space Center
Preparing activity:
John F. Kennedy Space Center;
Launch Support Equipment
Engineering Division
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Appendix A
LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS*
Figure number
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Title
Definition of potting and molding terms
Miniature quick-disconnect connectors
Shield/Shield adapter
General purpose connectors
40 Shell size special general purpose connector
Umbilical connector
Heavy duty connectors
Module connectors
Banana plug (configuration I)
Banana plug (configuration 2)
Page
A-2
A-3, A-4
A-5
A-0, A-7
A-8
A-9
A-10, A-If
A-12
A-13
A-13
These illustrations contain standard configurations for cable assembly
terminations. Individual design sheets may be more detailed than these
illustrations.
A-I
COUPLING R|NG--_
MOLDING AOAPTER'-"_
SHALL BE DRILLED
:ES, APPRDX 4_)e APART) \
EDGE DISTANCE ,0 0312_._p
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_-POT
JACKET IF REQO "_ _-MOLDING _'MOLDED
_-(CONDUCTORS) _ _ _- CAELE SHE
__O 125 MIN O 5 kiAX IN O,5 MAX
L POTTINGADAPTER MOLDING
iF SPECIFIED ADAPTER
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Figure i. Definition of potting and molding terms.
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,093T-_
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B
-+040
p
.125'" MAX. _
A MAX ::_ ;05 MIN-D
MINIATURE QUICK DISCONNECT CABLE PLUG, DOUBLE SHIELDED
MOLDING ADAPT E __
o-o- ---" -- -
It, lL
O. 125 MAX _
MINIATURE QUICK-DISCONNECT PLUG, L;INGLE SHIELDED
--- SEE NEXT SHEET FOR DIMENSION TABLE
Figure 2. Hiniature quick-disconnect conncctors.
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See Dim _' A'* * 1
for Qbielahbd iobJ*t --o,_3 3V
Iu,I,,X MIN
L f _ -
MINIATURE OUICK-OISCONNI[CT JAM NUT Ri[CEPTACLI[ TYPE
Ill
I11'
IEI
Ill
,_ -
Oa25 MAX -_
C _ t_ 0
(MOLD ONLY CONNECTORS WITH SHFATHi:D CASL[! UNLESS OTH[RWII£
SPEClFIEO)
MINIATuRi; OUICK-OISCONNECT WALL klOUN'_tNO TYPE RECEPTACLE (|HOWN}
IdINIATURE QUICK-DISCONNECT BOX MOUNTING TYPE RECEPTACLE (NOT
TH R EACI..O)
,l_l..l L _IZEg a,
A L)LM I ,i)11() I . _)l)l)
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I; I.............._t/*, .1,111 I;'/ 1.251) I. t75 I.SuO I.h25 1.750
.r_,") /')If I ,I)LIO |, I,t') I . 2_I) l.l?_ I.._OO
i._._ ll._u. ii.*mu ;._u, I.I,2_ l.t_o 2.0o0 2.250
, ......... ] J_. .........
,;_;| ,t!, I'+I, IK IJ,**_JiJ_r.I JiLl) t;A|q+ES
_AHE SIZI'. A_ I+'()KIINSIII_Ii)I';D CABLES
....;:;t;;;;I , ')fill I . _*
SAME SIZE AS FOR UNSIII_I.DI"U CABLES
C DIH SAHE SIZE AS FOK UNSIIIKLIIED CAULES
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I. 000
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1.625
2. SO0
. OOO
A-4
Figure 2. Miniature quick-disconnect connectors (continued).
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Figure 3. Shield/Shield adapter.
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A
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/
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B
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Figure 4. General purpose connectors.
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Shell size
lOSL
12S
14S
"A" DIM (unshielded)
0.625
0.625
"A" DIM (shielded)
1.000
1.000
1.0000.625
16S 0.625 1.000
18 1.125 1.250
28
20 1.250
22 1.250
24 1.375
1.500
32 1.500
36 1.500
1.375
i
1.500
i .625
1.875
"B" DIM (any)
1.125
i. 187
1.312
I .437
1.562
1.750
1.812
2.000
2.250
1.125
1.187
1.312
1.437
1.562
1.750
i .812
2.000
2.250
2.000 2.500 2.500
2.250 2.750 2.750
i
Figure 4. General purpose connectors (continued).
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-- SHJELD RIN6$ (REF)
DIMENSIONS
A
B
CABLE TYPES
U'NSH I ELDED ONE SHIELD 'RING
2. 000 ..7.000
2 750 2. 760
TWO SHIELD RINGS
3.0OO
2.750
NOTES :
LOCATION OF SHIELD RINGS IS APPROXIMATE AND SHOW ONLY A TYPICAL CASE.
Figure 5. 40 Shell size special general purpose connector.
A-8
°
4
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(REF) PROTECTION
(REF_ PLUG HULL
WIRE (REF
MAX 0 25 R.
(RF..F) NUT
CABLE DIA DIM A
UP TO !.60 .75 TO 1.62
OVER 1.60 1.50 TO 1.62
NOTES :
o
3.
INJECT POLYURETHANE INID I{OLE UNTIL IT APPEARS AT THE CABLE ENTRY.
I_[EN MOLD AS SHOWN.
LOCATION OF SHIELD RINGS ARE APPROXIMATE AND SHOW ONLY A TYPICAL CASE.
ABLATIVE COATING ;_O/OR SHEATH MAY BE STRIPPED OR GROOVED AS NECESSARY
TO ACCOUtre)DATE GROUND LEAD.
Figure 6. Umbilical connector.
A-9
TERMINATION {REF} .062
TERMINATION
0 125 MAX
HEAVY DUTY STRAIGHT PLUG CONNECTOR
NOTES :
3.
Wll/';N MOLDING HEArty DUTY FLANGE MOUNT I(ECEPTABLES, ETC. CONNECTORS (WIIE}UE
I(['.QUIRED) NO MOLDING SLEEVE IS I_]'_QUII_I.:D, BUT TI[IS DIM}_NSION MUST BE HELD
TO O.L875 INCH MINIMTJM.
LOCATION OF SHIELD RINGS AIUE APPI_OXIM.ATE AND SIIOW ONLY A TYPICAL CASE.
JAM-NUT IKECEPTABLES WIII_[ NO THREADS ON THE REAR OF 'I][E CONNECTOR SIIALL BE
MOLDED SIMILAR TO T}IE BFR TYPE CONI_ECTORS.
Figure 7. Heavy duty connectors.
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Shell ._[::_'
[0
12
13
14
15
16
17
"A" DIM unsh
1.000
i .000
1.000
i .000
1.000
1.000
"A" DIM 1 shld ring
2.000
2.000
2.000
2.000
2.000
2.000
"A" DIM 2 shld rings
2.500
2.500
2.500
2.500
2.500
2.500
"B" DIM
].250
1.250
1.250
1.250
1.500
1.500
1.000 2.000 2.500 1.500
18 1.250 2.000 2.500 , 1.500
20 1.250 2.500 3.000 1.750
22 1.500 2.500 3.000 2.000
24 1.500 2.500 3.000 2.250
28 1.750 3.000 3.500 2.375
32 2.000 3.000 3.500 2.500
36 2.000 3.000 3.500 2.750
40 2.000 3.500 4.000 3.000
44 2.000 3.500 4.000
Figure 7. Heavy duty connectors (continued).
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O.25 MI N-_[ r F
m ,-I -
• ',q IlIF,: :i-:.:
RELAY" MODUL._' IPOT ONLY}
_- O. ,37_ .-_
DIODE MODULE (POT O;_LY}
NOTES :
..
2.
TAKE CARE NOT TO BIND _ COUPLING NUTS.
DO NOT SEAL TIlE REMOVABLE COVER OF THE DIODE M_DULE
J
Figure 8. Module connectors.
A-t2
